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 The next section on back again pocket tips provides many tools and techniques, such as smiling, the
ABCs of body language, the 3-foot rule, the 4 magic terms to initiate a discussion and the main element
to maintaining it, energetic listening, and the secret sauce, that are guaranteed to get you out of your
cramped shell and into the exciting world of social Conversation. It’s divided into two sections. Journaling
and mental counseling are recommended as well as selecting mentors and an network, such as the
writer’s. The initial section on mindset explores lifestyle changes, new ways of thinking, and using
imagination for you instead of against you to expand your identification and know your accurate
self.Overcoming Shyness is an easy-to-read, practical direct for breaking away of your shell and really
living a existence free from social anxiety. The author writes from experience with compassion, wit, and
insight so you feel like you’re having a heart-to-heart conversation with an understanding friend.
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A no-nonsense publication that will help you transform your thinking as well as your actions This simple
book will have a major impact if you are looking to break out and overcome the fear that's behind social
shyness. The writer sets very clear goals in the Launch, and then goes about delivering on that promise.
Half the book deals with the Mindset necessary to overcome shyness, and the next half of the publication
delivers a "Back again Pocket Toolkit" of useful strategies for use in real life situations.If you are in a
position to "take the mirror away" and begin focusing your effort and attention in the listeners and
audiences in your life, and not being self-focused as most shy and introverted people are - you will start
blossoming in to the person you generally knew was hiding within you..), which influenced me to get it.!
A fellow introvert at heart, I found this publication empowering. I'm always attempting to drive past
shyness and discover confidence in social situations. How great timing finding this book as I venture out
into presenting and public speaking and break out of my own shell and being accurate to myself!!. I
question. I love your uplifting message and authentic spirit! This author most likely read 4-5 top self-
advancement books and essentially condensed them into one.. Inspiring reserve for how to become
happier in sociable situations and more powerful within yourself! You may never have considered
yourself to be considered a shy person, but however there is so much to get by scanning this book. It
gives some very easy, practical and useful techniques for boosting confidence before you head into that
conference or interview, or in any other scenario. I also liked the friendly, easy attitude by an writer who
hasn't just researched and considered what he's displaying you how to do, he developed it to overcome
his own agonizing shyness.I believe this book will be especially ideal for teachers and parents of small
children who need ways to naturally build-up their self-confidence and self-esteem. My main problem is it
sounds extremely shallow and there's very little (any) study behind it. And yet there's plenty of meat right
here for adult readers. This book has truly helped me to overcome my anxiety, I honestly wish that I'd
have discovered it a long time ago. A great read! The techniques used a?e super easy to follow since it
comes from a location of knowingness. Great source for building your 'Confidence Muscle' This is such
an very well written empowering resource! I believe it has some very nice suggestions in it whether you
are feeling paralyzed just trying to talk to a stranger, or you are comfy around others.. What actually
stands out is definitely how unpretentious this book is. The methods were useful and I would recommend
this to other shy introverts. In it you find your true self, a state of mind where you are feeling good and
well connected with the primary of the effective you. Thank you Erik Myers for composing a masterpiece
that has personally impacted my life with a little more self-confidence! I am an advocate for genuine
living so trust me when I state I don't even finish reading interesting content articles this fast. I'm
someone that doesn't have social nervousness nor am We introverted. But at times I have been afraid to
really open up and really be myself. This publication is short, nice, to the point, and VERY helpful! This
author over-delivered. Thank you for sharing this with the world, Erik! This was my personal best record
at reading anything. You understand how self-help or more importantly "overcoming" books are! Well, in
case you have browse them you then would know that they could be challenging and pressurizing. Just as
much as they are helpful, needless to say only after you are done completing the complete book, you
would understand how much of a help it was but by the time you start to put things into action or
summarize the mantras, you are already bored and to the next self- help publication. This one is nothing
like that. For the cause, Erik as a writer doesn't really write this one to impress you with how much he is
aware of psychology or how voracious a reader he has been around the self-esteem section, but the tone
of Erik in each page is usually Ernest and the intent, pure.I finished reading this book first-time when I go
through it in 1 hour 30 mins. An every day read! To the stage and VERY helpful! The only reason this
occurred was ?ha? what used are very easy to connect with. I will certainly be recommending it to close
friends, especially the ones who are parents and grandparents! Having dealt with shyness and having
conquer it, Erik gives an insider perspective on this topic. The principles shared by this author will



empower one to strengthen their mindset and understand whatever can be holding them back to create
lasting switch. The approach towards overcoming demons into your head to definitely exposing himself to
life and again in this publication once more while presenting it to the world is amazing.As an audience
my connect was not on the perfection or the verbal prowess, grammar nazi ?ha? I am but truly on what
another chapter is going to be after...A must go through for anyone who wants a breakthrough and for
someone like me who's no introvert but finds it hard to kick begin anything, I personally would
recommend scanning this book so as to at least leap start the process ?owards a breakthrough.Thank you
Erik for this kind of a robust approach presented in probably the most Ernest simple way. GREAT READ!
Shyness shouldn't define you and Mr GREAT READ! Shyness should not define you and Mr. Meyers
explains how to be going to express your true-personal through a breakthrough second and being
mindful. I was able to relate to many of the examples discussed in the book. Very inspirational. Best one
Simple perfect, excellent reserve. Loves the way he motivated us to do instead of just reading. This
actually works for charisma improving. A few times, I read: "You may be thinking, isn't this that hocus-
pocus positive considering crap?). Good book Pretty informative with a lot of good examples on how to
use real techniques in true to life experiences.Thank you Erik for posting your story. Feels like the whole
content material is founded on his own story, other people he has spoken with, books he has read
(including audiobooks, and youtube movies). And sounds like the breakthrough happened in his first
couple of years of university. After reading, I'm ready to now begin my own trip and transformation.That
is a no-nonsense book that will help you transform your thinking and your actions and it'll assist you to
become as outgoing as you wish to be.! The publication isn't directed to kids or teens, however the
techniques in it are basic and memorable enough for a child to learn and also use effectively. There is
nothing in this publication that I haven't observed in articles on the web or in discussion community
forums. meh We appereciate the author's honesty in telling his story, and he has undoubtedly produced a
modification (congratulations! The book includes a very high rating on amazon (94% 5 star reviews, who
gets that?" (and continues with other stuff without giving much explanation.Highly recommended read..)
Well, that was a strong argument. No, it's psychology. many people change throughout that time, though
switch is not easy at all. Break out of your shell is right! Probably a advertising campaign. Below average
A total waste of money and time.! This book has truly helped me to overcome my anxiety . But will he
really understand what makes people shy, why they stay this way for decades, why the change happened,
and why it doesn't happen for so a great many other people despite their efforts? Would recommend.
None of the information pays to or interesting for a normal self help/self-dev reader. What I discovered
from scanning this book is that it is not written to benefit shy people only.. Considerably beyond
overcoming shyness, Erik Myers displays how exactly to reach deep within yourself and develop the
mental toughness to achieve getting who you are truly meant to be. Great read There were plenty of
useful tips and advice however the life experiences really painted the picture of the struggle Great Advice
Great, actionable assistance on how to break out of your shell. A quick and helpful read. Surprised! He
could completely transform himself from being a shy person right into a public speaker. Overcoming
Shyness is an excellent guide for anyone seeking to go a stage further in building their self-confidence
muscle utilizing the techniques, procedures and social skills organized in this book.
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